FALL AND DEATH OF ROBESPIERRE
Revolutionary Tribunal, why not he? His vanity came
into play and urged him to the test. With the arrest of
Hanriot any haunting idea of successful armed inter-
vention by the Commune must have left him. When,
therefore, a little while later, he and his friends were led
into an adjoining room, where a meal had been spread
out for them, there is good reason to believe that they
agreed not to encourage rebellion, but to take their
chances with the Tribunal.
When they had eaten, they were sent on their way
to various prisons—MaximiHen, to the Luxembourg.
The warden of that prison appears to have been the
only one to obey the order of the Police Administra-
tors: he refused to admit him. This raises the interest-
ing question whether he had not likewise received a
secret order to the same effect from the Committee of
General Security. The evidence that he did is slender,
but the theory appears plausible. The Committee feared
what MaximUien hoped: that he would be acquitted. If
he remained at large after commitment, he could be
charged with evading justice, outlawed and executed
without trial. An acquittal of his colleagues would not
have displeased the Committees. WhenBillaud-Varenne
had rushed to the tribune, Barere had found time to
whisper to him: "Attack only Robespierre, leave Saint-
Just and Couthon alone". And, indeed, the charges
made against them were trivial. One can, therefore,
readily understand why, if such an order was given,
it should have been sent to the warden of the Luxem-
bourg prison alone.
* When Maximilien arrived at the door of the prison
he found two municipal officers awaiting him. They
greeted him and asked his guards—two gendarmes
and an usher—if they were not ashamed to be taking
Robespierre to prison. The guards certainly did not
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